
Vulnerable to greatness…November 13, 2020 
 
Let's go Bobcats!! 
 
   Luck in the Dome!!! 
 
--November 14th - Success Saturday School.  Invitations have been extended, but anyone 
may attend.  Doors open at 7:15 AM and close at 7:30 AM.  School ends at 10:00.   If a 
learner needs a quiet location to work on Saturday, they are welcome to come. 
 
--November 25th(Wednesday)-November 29th.  Thanksgiving Vacation. 
 
--Covid report - We have seen an uptick this week in both need for contact tracing and 
testing.   However, we continue to soldier on and our students and staff, as usual, exemplary 
at trying to do the right thing. 
 
--From Mrs. Cogswell: 
Good evening, Camelot Band Parents!  A Camelot highlight each fall is the "mini" indoor 
performance of the Brookings High School Bobcat Marching Band.  Since an in-person 
performance isn't possible this fall, I'd love for you to check out what your band student has 
to look forward to by watching this 2-minute Youtube video!  Congratulations to the BHS 
Bobcat Band on a terrific marching season!  Also, if you haven't experienced the Bobcat 
Band indoor light show, you don't want to miss the live stream performance scheduled for 
tomorrow night (Monday) beginning at 7:00 PM on the "Bobcats Live" Youtube 
channel.  Enjoy! 
 
https://youtu.be/Sck_uX4uS3c  Two minute BHS Bobcat Band promo! 
 
-Dedication for Molu - Most of you know we lost one of our own this summer, Molu 
Zarpelah, to an unfortunate accident.   The Boys and Girls Club held a dedication ceremony 
in his honor on Thursday.   We are heartened that his memory lives on, his smile still shines 
upon us. 
 
--Vulnerability may be seen to some as weakness...in actuality it is the generator of love, 
belonging, joy, empathy, creativity...but it is difficult and risky.  I hope we are all celebrating 
and modeling, daring to make vulnerability our superpower - creating a space where courage 
can flourish and the release creates no ceiling.   Be vulnerable, it elevates. 
 
Loyal and Willing servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community - Kevin 
 


